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Abstract

Introduction: The cerebrospinal fluid neurogranin (Ng)/b-site amyloid precursor protein-cleaving
enzyme 1 (BACE1) ratio may reflect synaptic affection resulting from reduced beta-amyloid (Ab)
clearance. We hypothesize that increased Ng/BACE1 ratio predicts the earliest cognitive decline in
Alzheimer’s disease.
Methods: We compared Ng/BACE1 levels between cases with subjective cognitive decline (n 5 18)
and mild cognitive impairment (n 5 20) both with amyloid plaques and healthy controls (APOE-ε41,
n 5 16; APOE-ε4-, n 5 20). We performed regression analyses between cerebrospinal fluid levels,
baseline hippocampal and amygdala volumes, and pertinent cognitive measures (memory, attention,
Mini Mental State Examination [MMSE]) at baseline and after 2 years.
Results: Ng/BACE1 levels were elevated in both subjective cognitive decline and mild cognitive
impairment compared to healthy controls. Higher Ng/BACE1 ratio was associated with lower hippocampal and amygdala volumes; lower baseline memory functions, attention, and MMSE; and significant decline in MMSE and memory function at 2-year follow-up.
Discussion: High Ng/BACE1 ratio predicts cognitive decline also in preclinical cases with amyloid
plaques.
Ó 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the Alzheimer’s Association. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
In Alzheimer’s disease (AD), amyloid-b precursor protein (AbPP) metabolizes to Ab-peptide, which precipitates
in amyloid plaques [1]. Increased CSF neurogranin is related
to synaptic loss, cognitive decline, and reductions in hippocampal volume in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia due to AD. Moreover, increased CSF neurogranin
may distinguish AD from other neurodegenerative diseases
[2–5]. Previously, we showed an inverse relationship
between CSF neurogranin and the CSF Ab1–42/Ab1–40 ratio
in MCI and dementia, suggesting that synaptic loss and
AbPP metabolism may be linked [6]. Neurogranin is highly
expressed in dendritic spines in hippocampal and amygdalar
pyramidal cells and is linked to postsynaptic signal transduction [7,8]. The b-site amyloid precursor protein-cleaving
enzyme 1 (BACE1) is linked to presynaptic AbPP metabolism [9,10]. Ab-oligomers accumulate at synaptic
terminals and may disrupt pyramidal cell N-methyl-Daspartate (NMDA) receptors and postsynaptic Ca21
homeostasis [11–13], putatively leading to synapse loss.
The APOE-ε4 allele is a major genetic risk factor for AD
and may enhance synaptotoxic oligomerization of Abpeptides [11,14,15].
As BACE1 is a rate-limiting step in the production of Ab
species [9,10], inhibitors are tested [16]. Clinical and
biomarker studies in AD cases have shown contradictory results [17,18]. CSF Ab1–42, as a marker for amyloid plaques
(A), and CSF phosphorylated and CSF total tau, as markers
for neurofibrillary tangles (T) and neurodegeneration (N),
have been combined to the A/T/N stage marker for AD
[19]. BACE1 levels have been shown to correlate with
markers of neuronal degradation and neurofibrillary tangles
(total and phosphorylated tau) [20], as well as synaptic loss
(neurogranin), but not with Ab [21], suggesting a relationship
to neurodegeneration. Associated biomarkers can be
explored as ratios, which, in some cases, have shown to
offer better diagnostic performance, for example, the CSF
Ab1–42/Ab1–40 ratio [22]. Recently, we compared several
CSF measures as single analytes and ratios to cognitive
decline and found that an increased ratio between CSF neurogranin trunc P75 and BACE1 (Ng/BACE1) was the only
robust correlate of cognitive decline in MCI cases due to
AD [21]. We propose that this ratio could sensitively reflect
early synapse affection in AD linked to accumulation of toxic
Ab-oligomers at synaptic terminals.
Thus, we hypothesize that increased Ng/BACE1 ratio
may herald development of cognitive deficits at a preclinical
stage of AD [23,24]. To test this hypothesis, we included
cases early in the AD trajectory (i.e., cases with subjective
cognitive decline (SCD) and MCI with amyloid plaques)
[19,25] and healthy APOE-341 and APOE-34- control
groups. We compared levels of Ng/BACE1 between the
groups, relate Ng/BACE1 to AD biomarker severity using
the A/T/N classification scheme [19], and explore relation-

ships to baseline hippocampal and amygdala volumes and
cognitive decline at 2-year follow-up.

2. Methods and materials
2.1. The Dementia Disease Initiation cohort
This study was a part of the Norwegian multicenter study,
“Dementia Disease Initiation” (DDI) [26]. DDI uses a standardized protocol for participant selection, assessment, and
disease-stage classification (SCD, MCI, and dementia) according to published criteria [25,27,28]. Participants were
recruited from referrals to local memory clinics or selfreferrals responding to advertisements in media, newspapers, or news bulletins. Healthy controls were recruited
from spouses of participants with either MCI or SCD, volunteers responding to media advertisements or news bulletins,
and from cognitively healthy patients who completed lumbar puncture for orthopedic surgery. Criteria for inclusion
were age between 40 and 80 years and a native language
of Norwegian, Swedish, or Danish. Exclusion criteria were
brain trauma or disorder, including clinical stroke, dementia,
severe psychiatric disorder, severe somatic disease that
might influence the cognitive functions, intellectual
disability, or other developmental disorders. The cohort
described here was recruited between 2013 and 2017. For
further description of the DDI cohort and methods, refer to
the study by Fladby et al. (2017) [26]. Participants were assessed at baseline, and a subset had come to 2-year follow-up
examination.
2.2. CSF collection and handling
Procedures were as described previously [26]. All CSF
samples were analyzed at the Department of Interdisciplinary Laboratory Medicine and Medical Biochemistry at
Akershus University Hospital, and samples from all other
sites were frozen before sending to this laboratory following
BIOMARKAPD SOPs as also described previously [29].
2.3. Protein biomarker measurements
Commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
based on monoclonal antibodies were used to measure
CSF levels of the following protein biomarkers: Ab1–42,
t-tau, and p-tau were determined using Innotest Ab (1–42),
Innotest h-Tau Ag, and Innotest Phospho-Tau (181P) (Fujirebio, Ghent, Belgium), respectively. BACE1 and neurogranin (trunc P75) levels were determined using kits from
EUROIMMUN AG (L€ubeck, Germany) as described in
detail elsewhere [21]. All samples were analyzed in duplicates and reanalyzed if relative deviations (RDs) exceeded
20% and quality control samples with RD threshold of
15% controlled for interplate and interday variation.
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and MCI groups. For demographics and study cohort characteristics, please see Table 1.

2.4. Participant selection, study design, and A/T/N
classification
For the purposes of the present study, we selected participants from the DDI cohort to construct four groups according to the study design criteria: (1) healthy controls with
low risk of AD (n 5 20, APOE-34-); (2) healthy controls
with increased risk of AD (at least one APOE-34 allele
and first degree relative with dementia, n 5 16, APOE341); (3) SCD (n 5 18) with CSF confirmed amyloid
pathology; and (4) MCI (n 5 20) with CSF confirmed amyloid pathology. In addition, participants were classified
according to the A/T/N classification scheme for AD using
CSF biomarkers [19]. A1 denotes (CSF amyloid pathology
only), A 1 N1 (CSF amyloid pathology and neurodegenerative marker), and A 1 N 1 T1 (CSF amyloid
pathology, neurodegenerative marker, and marker of
neurofibrillary tangles). The following cutoff values for
CSF total tau (t-tau) and phosphorylated tau (p-tau) abnormality were applied according to the laboratory recommendations (modified from the study by Sj€
ogren et al. [30]); ttau is .300 pg/mL for age ,50 years, .450 pg/mL for age
50–69 years, and .500 pg/mL for age 70 years and p-tau
80 pg/mL. An optimal cutoff at CSF Ab1–42 , 708 for
amyloid plaque pathology was determined following DDI
PET [18F]-flutemetamol uptake studies [31]. Amyloidpositive cases were screened in accordance with the A/T/
N classification scheme [19] before inclusion to ensure
equal distribution of pathological markers between SCD

2.5. Neuropsychological battery
The neuropsychological battery included the Mini
Mental State Examination (MMSE-NR) [32], verbal
learning and memory recall (CERAD word list test) [33],
psychomotor speed, and divided attention (trail-making
test A and B [TMT A and B]). T-scores for the trailmaking tests were calculated using published norms [34].
For the CERAD word list test, we used the normative performance of the DDI cohort control group [26] to calculate Tscores after a recent article that showed published norms
not matching the younger and more educated DDI cohort
[35]. A total of 42 of 74 baseline cases had available cognitive data at 2-year follow-up.
2.6. Magnetic resonance imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed at 7
sites, and 7 scanners were used; a total of 57 MRI scans
were available for analysis. For group 1 (12 subjects), MRI
was performed on a Philips Achieva 3 Tesla system (Philips
Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands). A 3D T1-weighted
turbo field echo sequence (TR/TE/TI/FA 5 4.5 ms/2.2 ms/
853 ms/8 matrix 5 256 ! 213, 170 slices, thickness 5
1.2 mm, in-plane resolution of 1 mm ! 1.2 mm) was obtained. For group 2 (22 subjects), MRI was performed using

Table 1
Between-group comparisons between demographics, cognitive, AD, and A/T/N biomarker characteristics and APOE-ε41/2 distribution
ANOVA contrasts (P)/Dunn’s
pairwise comparisons

Groups

Variable
Age mean (SD)
Female, n (%)
MMSE mean (SD)
CERAD learning T-score
mean (SD)
CERAD recall T-score
mean (SD)
TMT-A T-score mean (SD)
TMT-B T-score mean (SD)
CSF Ab1–42 mean (SD)
CSF t-tau mean (SD)
CSF p-tau mean (SD)
A 1 T2N2 n (%)
A 1 T2N1 n (%)
A 1 T1N1 n (%)
APOE-ε4 n (%)

APOE-ε42
controls
(n 5 20)

APOE-ε41
controls
(n 5 16)

Ab1
SCD
(n 5 18)

Ab1
MCI
(n 5 20)

F/c2 and hp2/h2 (P)

1 vs 2

3 vs
1 and 2

4 vs
1 and 2

3 vs 4

62.8 (9.6)
10 (50%)
29.4 (0.7)
47.8 (10.8)

59.1 (8.5)
9 (56%)
29.5 (0.7)
54.1 (10.7)

66.7 (6.8)
8 (44%)
29.2 (0.8)
49.6 (8.2)

66.8 (7.4)
12 (57%)
26.9 (2.2)
36.3 (10.3)

F 5 4.3, hp 5 .14 (,.01)
c2 5 0.8, h2 5 .23 (n.s.)
c2 5 19.4 (,.0001)
F 5 10.1, hp2 5 .31(,.001)

n.s.
*
n.s.
n.s.

,.05
*
n.s.
n.s.

,.01
*
,.001
,.001

n.s
*
,.01
,.001

45.1 (13.3)

55.0 (6.1)

50.4 (10.0)

35.1 (10.5)

c2 5 25.2, h2 5 .32 (,.001)

n.s.

n.s.

,.001

,.001

50.2 (10.5)
54.2 (7.2)
1082 (188)
302 (99)
50 (12)

49.3 (7.8)
52.0 (9.5)
996 (175)
293 (97)
52 (14)

50.3 (6.4)
48.7 (7.9)
530 (98)
487 (249)
74 (33)
9 (50%)
2 (11%)
7 (39%)
13 (72%)

41.0 (6.7)
39.5 (9.7)
496 (117)
543 (284)
82 (44)
11 (52%)
2 (10%)
8 (38%)
15 (74%)

F 5 6.2, hp2 5 .22 (,.001)
F 5 10.3, hp2 5 .32 (,.001)
c2 5 56.2, h2 5 .76 (,.001)
c2 5 15.9, h2 5 .18 (,.001)
c2 5 12.6, h2 5 .14 (,.0001)
y
y
y
y

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
y
y
y
y

n.s.
n.s.
,.0001
,.05
,.05
y
y
y
y

,.001
,.001
,.0001
,.05
,.05
y
y
y
y

,.01
,.05
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
y
y
y
y

0 (0 %)

16 (100%)

2

Abbreviations: n.s., nonsignificant result; Ab1, CSF confirmed amyloid pathology; APOE-ε41/2, apolipoprotein E 4 allele positive or negative; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; SD, standard deviation; ANOVA, analysis of variance; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination;
TMT, trail-making test; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid.
*No contrasts/post hoc tests performed.
y
No statistical tests applied.
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a Philips Ingenia 3 Tesla system (Philips Medical Systems,
Best, the Netherlands). A 3D T1-weighted turbo field echo
sequence (TR/TE/TI/FA 5 4.5 ms/2.2 ms/853 ms/8 ,
matrix 5 256 ! 213, 170 slices, thickness 5 1.2 mm, inplane resolution of 1 mm ! 1.2 mm) was obtained. For group
3 (3 subjects), MRI was performed using a Siemens
Skyra 3 Tesla system (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen,
Germany). A 3D T1 magnetization-prepared rapid gradient–
echo sequence (TR/TE/TI/FA 5 2300 ms/2.98 ms/900 ms/9
matrix 5 256 ! 256, 176 slices, thickness 5 1.2 mm, inplane resolution of 1.0 mm ! 1.0 mm) was obtained. For
group 4 (11 subjects), MRI was performed using a Philips Ingenia 1.5 Tesla system (Philips Medical Systems, Best,
the Netherlands). A 3D T1-weighted turbo field echo
sequence (TR/TE/TI/FA 5 7.63 ms/3.49 ms/937 ms/8
matrix 5 256 ! 256, 180 slices, thickness 5 1.0 mm, inplane resolution of 1.0 mm ! 1.0 mm) was obtained. For
group 5 (1 subject), MRI was performed using a Siemens
Avanto 1.5 Tesla system (Siemens Medical Solutions,
Erlangen, Germany). A 3D T1-weighted magnetizationprepared rapid gradient–echo sequence (TR/TE/TI/
FA 5 1190 ms/3.10 ms/750 ms/15 matrix 5 512 ! 512,
144 slices, thickness 5 1.0 mm, in-plane resolution of
0.50 mm ! 0.50 mm) was obtained. For group 6 (7 subjects),
MRI was performed using a GE Optima Medical Systems
1.5 Tesla system (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL). A 3D T1weighted fast spoiled gradient–echo sequence (TR/TE/TI/
FA 5 11.26 ms/5.04 ms/500 ms/10 matrix 5 256 ! 256,
156 slices, thickness 5 1.2 mm, in-plane resolution of
1.0 mm ! 1.0 mm) was obtained. Finally, 1 MRI scan was
performed using a Siemens Avanto 1.5 Tesla system
(Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). A 3D
T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient–echo
sequence (TR/TE/TI/FA 5 1700 ms/2.42 ms/1000 ms/15
matrix 5 256 ! 256, 144 slices, thickness 5 1.2 mm, inplane resolution of 1.0 mm ! 1.0 mm) was obtained.
2.7. MRI segmentations and analyses
Volumetric segmentation was performed with the FreeSurfer image analysis suite version 6.0.0 (http://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/). This includes segmentation of the
subcortical white matter and deep gray matter volumetric
structures [36]. For the hippocampus and amygdala, volumes from the left and right hemispheres were added, and
relative volumes (per mL of total intracranial volume)
were computed.
2.8. Statistical analysis
Normality was assessed through the inspection of QQplots, histograms, and the Shapiro-Wilk test of normality.
To assess differences in biomarker levels, MRI-derived
medial temporal lobe (MTL) volumes, cognitive tests, and demographics between groups, we performed one-way analyses
of variance (ANOVAs) with planned comparisons for variables

with normal distributions. For MTL volumes, ANOVA analyses were performed on standardized residuals after covariate
regression correction for age, gender, and MRI scanner model.
We performed Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s nonparametric
pairwise post hoc test to assess group differences in variables
with non-normal distributions (CSF Ab1–42, CSF t-tau, CSF ttau, CERAD recall T-score, and MMSE). Nonparametric pairwise comparisons and ANOVA contrasts were performed in a
hierarchical manner. If the high- and low-risk control groups
were found equal on the relevant measure, we proceeded to
compare SCD and MCI groups to controls (collapsed control
group) and finally comparing the SCD with the MCI group.
The dichotomous variable “gender” was assessed using a chisquare test. To compare levels of CSF neurogranin, CSF
BACE1, and their ratio score to groups derived from the A/T/
N groups, one-way ANOVAs with post hoc Bonferroni corrections were performed. Effect sizes are provided for ANOVA
(hp2) and Kruskal-Wallis test (h2) [37].
The impact of CSF biomarkers on MMSE scores were assessed using a multiple linear regression model controlling
for age, and simple linear regression models were fitted to
assess the relationship between biomarkers and age-adjusted
T-scores for the different cognitive tests at baseline. Similarly,
the relationships between biomarkers and MTL volumes
were assessed using several multiple regression analyses controlling for effects of age, gender, and MRI scanner variant. Effect sizes for the overall regression models are provided (R2).
Because CSF Ab1–42 was used as core selection criteria in
the study design, it was omitted as predictor from baseline
regression analyses with cognitive and MRI variables. However, we assessed CSF Ab1–42 as the predictor of cognitive
changes at 2-year follow-up. CSF p-tau and t-tau demonstrated collinearity (variance inflation factor . 7). Thus,
only CSF total tau was included in our regression models.
To assess the individual change in cognitive scores between baseline and 2-year follow-up, individual follow-up
scores were subtracted from baseline scores. The resulting
score was used to predict cognitive changes from baseline
CSF biomarkers using linear regression models.
All analyses were performed in the Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 24.
2.9. Ethics
The regional medical research ethics committee approved
the study. Participants gave their written informed consent
before taking part in the study. All further study conduct
was in line with the guidelines provided by the Helsinki
declaration of 1964, revised 2013 and the Norwegian Health
and Research act.
3. Results
3.1. Between-group CSF biomarker comparisons
We found significantly increased levels of CSF
Ng/BACE1 in both SCD (t(71) 5 2.532, P , .05) and
MCI (t(71) 5 3.595, P , .001) compared with controls.
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Table 2
Between-group comparisons between CSF biomarkers and MTL volumetry
ANOVA contrasts (P)

Groups

Variable
CSF Ng mean (SD)
CSF BACE1 mean (SD)
CSF Ng/BACE1 mean (SD)
Hippocampus average
volume mean (SD)
Amygdala average
volume mean (SD)

APOE-ε42
controls
(n 5 20)

APOE-ε41
controls
(n 5 16)

Ab1 SCD
(n 5 18)

Ab1 MCI
(n 5 20)

F and hp2 (P)

1 vs 2

3 vs 1
and 2

4 vs 1
and 2

3 vs 4

390 (143)
2289 (547)
.1659 (.03)
23.0 (2.9)

355 (108)
2140 (374)
.1635 (.03)
22.4 (3.9)

468 (217)
2442 (1132)
.1921 (.04)
21.4 (3.3)

428 (179)
2064 (679)
.2022 (.05)
19.4 (3.8)

F 5 1.5 (n.s)
F 5 0.4 (n.s)
F 5 4.9, hp2 5 .17 (,.01)
F 5 2.3y (n.s.)

*
*
n.s.
*

*
*
,.05
*

*
*
,.01
*

*
*
n.s.
*

1.2 (0.3)

1.1 (0.2)

F 5 1.8y (n.s.)

*

*

*

*

1.0 (0.2)

0.9 (0.2)

Abbreviations: n.s., nonsignificant result; Ab1, CSF confirmed amyloid pathology; APOE-ε41/2, apolipoprotein E 4 allele positive or negative; CSF,
cerebrospinal fluid; MTL, medial temporal lobe; ANOVA, analysis of variance; Ng, neurogranin; SD, standard deviation; BACE1, b-site amyloid precursor
protein-cleaving enzyme 1.
*Contrasts or post hoc tests not performed due to non-significant ANOVA.
y
Between-group comparisons of MRI medial temporal volumetry are performed on standardized residuals following covariate regression correction for age,
gender and MRI scanner variant.

No differences were demonstrated between SCD and MCI
groups or even between the high- vs. low-risk control groups
(Table 2 and Fig. 1). Moreover, no significant between-group
differences were found for Ng or for BACE1 when measured
separately (Table 2).
3.2. CSF biomarkers in relation to A/T/N groups
Both CSF Ng (F(3,69) 5 8.801, hp2 5 .28, P , .0001)
and CSF BACE1 (F(3,69) 5 7.201, hp2 5 .24,
P , .0001), as well as CSF Ng/BACE1 ratio (F(3,69) 5
6.656, hp2 5 .22, P ,.0001), were significantly different between A/T/N groups.
Levels of CSF Ng/BACE1 were increased in the A1 N1
group (n 5 10, M 5 .2102, standard deviation [SD] 5 .05)
compared with controls (n 5 35, M 5 .1642, SD 5 .03,
P , .01). However, this was not shown for Ng or BACE1
when measured separately. Both CSF BACE1 (n 5 13,
M 5 2884, SD 5 958, P , .05) and Ng levels (M 5 580,
SD 5 164, P , .0001), as well as Ng/BACE1 level (M 5
.2061, SD 5 .04, P , .01), were elevated in the
A 1 T1N1 group compared with individuals with normal
CSF (Ng: M 5 369, SD 5 126; Ng/BACE1: M 5 .1642,
SD 5 .03). In addition, Ng (n 5 13, M 5 580, SD 5 164)
was also elevated in the A 1 T1N1 group compared with
the A1 group (n 5 15, M 5 323, SD 5 129, P , .0001).
No significant differences between healthy controls with
normal CSF and amyloid-positive (A1) individuals were
found for CSF BACE1, Ng, or Ng/BACE1.
3.3. CSF biomarkers, APOE-ε4, and MRI-derived medial
temporal volumetry
All models include covariates controlling for age, gender,
and scanner variant. When analyzing the entire sample
(n 5 57), higher CSF Ng/BACE1 levels were associated
with reduced average hippocampal volume (b 5 2.334,

P , .01, adjusted R2 5 0.410, F(4,53) 5 9.225, P ,
.0001). Similarly, higher CSF Ng/BACE1 was associated
with reduced average amygdala volume (b 5 2.234,
P , .05, adjusted R2 5 0.369, F(4,53) 5 9.230, P ,
.0001). When the amyloid-positive subjects (SCD and
MCI, n 5 31) were analyzed separately, higher CSF
Ng/BACE1 was significantly associated with reductions in
both hippocampal (b 5 2.388, P , .05, adjusted R2 5
0.350, F(4,27) 5 5.175, P , .01) and amygdala volumes
(b 5 2.420, P , .01, adjusted R2 5 0.502, F(4,27) 5
8.814, P , .0001) (Effects are depicted in Fig. 2). No other
associations between CSF biomarkers or APOE-ε4 carrier
status and MTL volumetry were found. Significant regression coefficients are shown in Table 3. No overall significant differences in average hippocampal or amygdala
volumes between groups were found. Please see Table 2
for details.
3.4. CSF biomarkers and APOE-ε4 in relation to baseline
cognitive performance
We found a significant inverse relationship between higher
CSF Ng/BACE1 and lower performance in CERAD learning
T-score (R2 5 0.71, F(1,70) 5 5.321, b 5 2.266, P , .05);
CERAD recall T-score (R2 5 0.97, F(1,70) 5 7.535,
b 5 2.312, P , .01); and TMT-A T-score (R2 5 .057,
F(1,70) 5 4.153, b 5 2.238, P , .05) (effect shown in
Fig. 3). Moreover, when controlling for age (b 5 2.124,
P 5 .31), we found that higher Ng/BACE1 (b 5 2.258,
P , .05) also was associated with lower scores on the
MMSE (adjusted R2 5 0.78, F(2,70) 5 4.044, P , .05).
No relationships between baseline cognitive measures
and APOE-ε4 carrier status or other CSF biomarkers were
demonstrated. Statistically significant relationships were
only found when analyzing the entire sample and are summarized in Table 3.
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Fig. 1. Ng/BACE1 ratio (A), CSF Ng level (B), and CSF BACE1 level (C) between groups. Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; Ng, neurogranin; BACE1,
b-site amyloid precursor protein-cleaving enzyme 1; Ctr, controls; APOE-ε41/2, apolipoprotein E4 allele positive or negative; Ab1, CSF amyloid pathology;
SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI, mild cognitive impairment. Horizontal brackets showing contrast comparisons for CSF Ng/BACE1 only (A). Significant results (P , .05) or nonsignificant results (n.s.) are shown.

3.5. Baseline CSF biomarkers and APOE-ε4 carrier
status predicting change in cognitive performance at
2-year follow-up
Lower baseline CSF Ng/BACE1 levels predicted
practice effects (i.e., showing improved performance
between baseline and follow-up), whereas increasing
levels predicting less improvement and finally a decline
between assessments in both CERAD learning T-score
(R2 5 0.124, F(1,40) 5 5.646, b 5 2.352, P , .05)
and MMSE (R2 5 0.97, F(1,42) 5 4.426, b 5 2.312,
P , .05). A similar result was also obtained for Ng
measured separately but only relating to the CERAD
learning T-score (R2 5 0.104, F(1,40) 5 4.622,

b 5 2.322, P , .05). Similarly, CSF t-tau significantly
predicted cognitive decline in CERAD learning
(R2 5 0.170, F(1,40) 5 8.217, b 5 2.413, P , .01) (effects are illustrated in Fig. 3). No relationships between
2-year cognitive change, APOE-ε4 carrier status, or other
baseline CSF biomarkers were found. Significant relationships between baseline biomarkers and follow-up cognitive performance are summarized in Table 3.
4. Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study showing that Ng/
BACE1 level is increased already at a preclinical stage of
AD. Ng/BACE1 levels were equally increased in both
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Fig. 2. CSF Ng/BACE1 in relation to medial temporal lobe volumetry. Average hippocampal (A & B) and amygdala volumes (C & D). Medial temporal lobe
volumes are adjusted for age, gender, and MRI scanner variant. Open circles 5 APOE-ε41 controls. Closed circles 5 APOE-ε42 controls. Open
triangles 5 MCI with amyloid plaques. Closed triangles 5 SCD with amyloid plaques. Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; Ng, neurogranin; BACE1,
b-site amyloid precursor protein-cleaving enzyme 1; APOE-ε41/2, apolipoprotein E4 allele positive or negative; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI,
mild cognitive impairment.

Ab1 MCI and SCD groups compared with controls, and no
difference in Ng/BACE1 levels between APOE-34 1/2 controls were found. Increased Ng/BACE1 level was the only
marker related to baseline hippocampal and amygdala volumes in our sample. Concordantly, the Ng/BACE1 level
was the only biomarker associated with poorer baseline performance in both baseline CERAD learning and memory

recall, as well as attention/psychomotor speed (TMT-A)
and global cognitive function (MMSE).
Furthermore, when analyzing available 2-year followup cognitive scores, we found that lower baseline Ng/
BACE1 levels predicted practice effects in the CERAD
learning subtest at follow-up (i.e., showing improved performance) and increasing ratios predicted less
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Table 3
Regression coefficients between biomarkers, MTL volumes, and cognitive tests at baseline and difference in T-score at 2-year follow-up
CSF Ng

CSF
BACE1

CSF Ng/BACE1

CSF Ab1–42

APOE-ε4 allele positivity

*/*

x

*/*

*/*

x

*/*

CSF t-tau

Variable

Biomarker and MTL measures entire sample (n 5 57)/Ab1 SCD and Ab1 MCI (n 5 30)

Amygdala

*/*

*/*

Hippocampus

*/*

*/*

b 5 2.234y / b 5 2420y;
P , .05 / P , .01
b 5 2.334y / b 5 2.388y;
P , .01 / P , .05

Biomarkers and Baseline cognitive tests (N 5 74)/Biomarkers and cognitive change at 2-year follow-up (n 5 42)
MMSE

*/*

*/*

CERAD learning
T-score
CERAD recall
T-score
TMT-A T-score

*/b 5 2.322;
*/ P , .05
*/*

*/*
*/*

*/*

*/*

TMT-B T-score

*/*

*/*

b 5 2.258z / b 5 2.312;
P , .05 / P , .05
b 5 2.266 / b 5 2.352;
P , .05 / P , .05
b 5 2.312/*
P , .05/*
b 5 2.238/*
P , .05/*
*/*

*/*

x

*/*

*/b 5 2.413; */ P , .01

x

*/*

*/*

x

*/*

*/*

x

*/*

*/*

x

*/*

Abbreviations: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; Ng, neurogranin; MTL, medial temporal lobe; BACE1, b-site amyloid precursor protein-cleaving enzyme 1; APOEε41/2, apolipoprotein E 4 allele positive or negative; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI, mild cognitive impairment; CERAD, the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease word list test; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination; TMT, trail-making test; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
*Nonsignificant result.
y
Model includes age, gender, and MRI scanner variant as covariate.
z
Model includes age as covariate.
x
Not performed at baseline due to study design selection bias.

improvement and finally a decline in CERAD word list–
learning ability. This relationship was also shown for
CSF Ng measured separately, supporting previous findings [2,4]. Although a similar result was obtained with
CSF t-tau as the baseline predictor, an inspection of the
scatter plot indicated that the regression model may
have been biased by a few subjects with extreme
baseline CSF total tau values. This result suggests that
the subjects with high baseline measures of neuronal
degradation (CSF t-tau) may be at a more advanced
stage of disease development and therefore show a
steeper cognitive decline. This is in line with findings
linking markers of neuronal degradation to disease
severity [38]. In contrast, Ng/BACE1 levels may represent
synaptic loss that is more closely tied to smaller increments of cognitive decline along the early Alzheimer’s
trajectory, which may precede markers of significant
neuronal degradation. This could explain why only the
Ng/BACE1 level was related to baseline learning and
memory function in our sample, possibly due to early synaptic loss in the hippocampus where neurogranin is highly
expressed [7]. Moreover, although a higher Ng/BACE1
level was related to lower MMSE at baseline and decline
at follow-up both in our previous [21] and present studies,
Ng/BACE1 level was predominantly related to CERAD
learning and memory recall. The MMSE contains word
list memory items, and the observed relationship could
be influenced by this shared measure. Interestingly,

TMT-A, a measure of psychomotor speed and attention,
was inversely related to CSF Ng/BACE1 level. This is
in accordance with previous investigations showing that
performance on the TMT-A is related to amyloid load in
SCD cases and mixed samples of MCI and healthy
subjects [39,40].
BACE1 and neurogranin have predominantly presynaptic
[9,10] and postsynaptic roles, and neurogranin, in particular,
is linked to the dendritic spine NMDA Ca21-Calmodulin
second messenger complex [8]. Although synapse degeneration per se is not disease specific, the link between Ab
oligomerization, NMDA disruption, and spine Ca21-dysregulation [11,13] may confer an AD specificity to the Ng/
BACE1 ratio marker and point to a postsynaptic Ab-linked
disease mechanism. This further strengthens the
suggestion that NMDA antagonists may be protective in
AD [41]. In this scenario, enhanced synaptotoxic polymerization of Ab-peptides in APOE-34 SCD and MCI cases will
have a more rapid synaptic loss due to increased levels of
synaptotoxic Ab fibrils [11,14,15]. Although APOE-34
carrier status did not significantly relate to medial
temporal volumes or cognition in our sample, a large
majority of the Ab1 SCD and MCI cases (28 of 37) had
at least one APOE-34 allele. Moreover, APOE-34 carriers
with amyloid plaques had higher CSF Ng/BACE1 levels
than noncarriers with plaques (data not shown). The Ng/
BACE ratio was shown to increase with A/T/N-classified
AD biomarker severity (i.e., moving from normal CSF
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Fig. 3. CSF Ng/BACE1 and CSF t-tau in relation to baseline and 2-year follow-up CERAD learning and memory recall tests. CSF Ng/BACE1 and baseline
CERAD subtest T-scores (A & B). CERAD Learning T-score change at follow-up CSF Ng/BACE1 (C) and CSF t-tau (D). Open circles 5 APOE-ε41 controls.
Closed circles 5 APOE-ε42 controls. Open triangles 5 MCI with amyloid plaques. Closed triangles 5 SCD with amyloid plaques. Abbreviations: CERAD, the
Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease word list test; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; Ng, neurogranin; BACE1, b-site amyloid precursor proteincleaving enzyme 1; APOE-ε41/2, apolipoprotein E4 allele positive or negative; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MCI, mild cognitive impairment.

toward amyloid plaques combined with markers of neurodegeneration and neurofibrillary tangles) [19]. An increase was
also observed for both CSF BACE1 [20] and Ng [21] separately, supporting previous findings indicating a link to neurodegeneration. Though APOE-34 could enhance Ng/
BACE1-related pathology through its interaction with Ab
[11,14,15], a larger material with more APOE-342 and
Ab1 SCD and MCI cases will be needed to establish 34allelic effects.

Both the link to cognitive measures and strong associations to volume reductions in pertinent MTL structures
lend further support to a putative role of Ng/BACE1 as a
biomarker for Alzheimer-related synaptic loss. CSF
Ng/BACE1 level was similarly increased in the Ab1
MCI and SCD groups, thus the SCD cases may harbor
an active disease state, including progressive synaptic
loss, experienced as a SCD that has yet to reach the
threshold for clinical impairment.
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Some limitations of this study need to be addressed. First,
care must be taken in interpreting these findings due to a
relatively small baseline sample size (n 5 74), confined to
small subgroups, and the even smaller sample size
with available cognitive tests at a relatively short 2-year
follow-up interval (n 5 42). This may explain why we did
not show an expected association between CSF Ng and
hippocampal volume in our sample [2,4] or expected
between-group differences in MTL atrophy in amyloidpositive subjects [42,43]. Second, although the National
Institute on Aging and Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA)
[28] recommends an MCI cutoff value of between 21 and
21.5 SD below the mean, we opted for a stringent cutoff
at 21.5 SD which can impact SCD/MCI group classification. However, cognitive performance in the SCD group was
similar to that in the control group in our study, indicating
that the SCD group’s cognitive performance was within
the normal range. Finally, we did not include Ab-negative
SCD or MCI cases or explore potential differences between
homozygote and heterozygote APOE-34 carriers to other
APOE genotypes; both of which we plan to explore in subsequent articles.
4.1. Conclusions
To our knowledge, this is the first study showing that
the Ng/BACE1 ratio is related to memory deficits and
reduced MTL volumes in Ab-positive preclinical cases
and that Ng/BACE1 is significantly increased relative to
controls in amyloid-positive subjects with SCD. These results warrant further studies investigating the role of Ng/
BACE1 in the AD pathogenesis, potentially reflecting
synaptic pathology due to an Ab-linked disease mechanism. Although NMDA antagonists have been suggested
to be protective [36], the present findings suggest that
such intervention guided by an early Ng/BACE1 increase
might be useful.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: Synapse loss occurs early in
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Increased CSF neurogranin (Ng) is related to synapse loss and b-site
amyloid precursor protein-cleaving enzyme 1
(BACE1) is involved in presynaptic amyloid-b precursor protein metabolism. Previously, we found that
an increased Ng/BACE1 ratio predicted cognitive
decline in predementia AD. This ties in with the
findings linking reduced beta-amyloid clearance to
postsynaptic spine affection in early AD. Here, we
investigate CSF Ng/BACE1 level as a preclinical
marker of synapse loss in AD.
2. Interpretation: We found higher CSF Ng/BACE1
levels in preclinical and predementia AD related to
reduced hippocampal volume and memory function
at baseline and cognitive decline at follow-up.
These results lend support to Ng/BACE1 as an
early marker of synaptic loss in AD, which is sensitive also for preclinical changes.
3. Future directions: A high Ng/BACE1 ratio may point
to the AD-related damage of postsynaptic spines. If
confirmed, this could indicate specific early intervention measures and show target engagement in
intervention studies.
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